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The year
in review

2015 was a milestone year
in which our organisation
celebrated a remarkable 50
years of programing and public
engagement across the country,
we moved into our new home
situated within the vibrant
William Street Creative Hub
and rearticulated our vision for
the next five years. It was the
year that we realised our vision
of becoming the Australian
Design Centre (ADC) — a place
of learning, where people
can experience the power of
making and get involved in the
design process.
On May 25, we launched a new
landmark space for design
culture in Sydney. The City of
Sydney generously offered this
highly visible ground floor space
on William Street that doubled
our footprint, allowing us to
extend the range of creative
programs and capacity to
engage audiences. Built and
Those Architects partnered

with us to transform the
building into a multi-purpose
space that functions as a
gallery, a creative workspace
and a live workshop with
additional spaces to run our
highly innovative and successful
children’s programs.
Of course our transformation is
not just about moving homes.
It’s also about transforming
our vision and purpose. To do
this we’ve gone back to the big
questions: Why do we mat¬ter?
What do we do? Who are our
audiences? What do they want?
We’ve been working hard to
refine exactly who we are, what
we stand for, and where we’re
going. In 2014 we engaged over
700 people in forums, surveys
and think tanks to support a
new six-year vision that will
see us through to 2020. For us,
it’s a time of transformation to
ensure that we remain relevant
and dynamic in the ev¬erchanging world in which we live.

We have an opportunity to
equip Australians with the skills
they’ll need to build a better
future. I strongly be¬lieve that
now is the most pertinent time
to explore design and creativity
as the means for developing
these skills. While our activities
and programs are designed to
fuel cre¬ativity and prepare
people for the changing
world, we have another
important goal: to build a
resilient organisation for the
next generation. Our changes
speak to the sustainability
of a national design centre
— changes to ensure we
continue our success into the
decades ahead.
I’d like to thank Interbrand
for partnering with us to
rearticulate our new brand in
such a thoughtful and creative
way. As they have taught us,
a brand is something you
experience, interact and
engage with; an ecosystem

that focuses and pre-empts
the needs and feelings of
your audience. They have
successfully interpreted and
communicated our vision and
goals to the public.
Exhibitions are a fundamental
way we showcase Australian
design. We develop exhibitions
that inspire audiences and
provide insight into design
practice. From exposing the
power of making, to revealing
how innovation impacts
design, exhibitions are the
foundation of who we are and
what we provide.
Our 50th anniversary program
delivered on this, welcoming
new collaborations and
partnerships that provided
engaging experiences for our
audiences. The Australian
Design Honours launched
our new gallery space in May
and showcased the inaugural
honorees. This program will
continue to grow through
digital platforms, events and
exhibitions. Together with
the Australian Museum, we
connected artists, designers,
architects and scientists alike
through Future Nature. The
Gold Club shone a spotlight on
influential women in Australian
design in an unprecedented
conversation series pinpointing
how powerful professional
women have contributed to the
Australian art, craft and design
landscape. Cloth saw textiles
designer, Julie Paterson, fill
the space with work from an
incredible 20-year portfolio.
Lyn + Tony presented their
striking installation, Scented
Intoxication, comprising of
handmade leather mobiles and
wall hangings, rough cut stone
objects and unique jewellery

pieces. Lyn + Tony created
a feast for the senses with a
specially concocted scent that
filled the space.
Touring design programs is
an enormous part of what we
do. Partnering with over 40
Museums and Galleries across
Australia, we take more design
exhibitions to the greatest
number of audiences in the
country. CUSP: Designing
into the next Decade,
Resolved: Journeys in
Australian Design and Lola
Greeno: Cultural Jewels and
Julie Paterson’s work toured
the country in 2015.
Of course, all of this would
not be possible without the
dedicated ADC team’s passion
and dedication. It has been
such a pleasure to work with
them as they worked so
hard to realise the ambitious
projects and new space in
2015. I’d especially like to
acknowledge Lisa Cahill, as
Associate Director, stepping
into the role at a most critical
time at the start of 2015. I also
want to say thanks to Meghan
Hay who I have worked with
for many years and has been
such an important part of the
team. As well, I’d like to thank
Annalyse McLeod who has been
instrumental in the forward
planning and strategies for the
ADC. Finally, a special thanks
to Claire McCaughan, who as
Head of Creative Progams,
brought many important
creative projects to realisation.
She also took the primary role
in managing us into our new
space on William Street. Her
years in architecture ensured
that we were able to juggle the
complexities of such a huge
undertaking over a very short

period of time. There are
many others who make up the
ADC team and each and every
one of them has been hugely
important to the successes of
this year.
I am also very grateful for
the support that the Board
has provided throughout the
year. ADC’s Board of Directors
is comprised of influential
industry leaders and thinkers,
alongside representatives from
the design sector. They are
one of the most engaged and
strategic groups that I have
had the opportunity to work
with over the years. I would
like to especially acknowledge
and thank recent Chair of the
Board, Anthony Burke, who has
demonstrated extraordinary
leadership through the past
years as we faced both
challenges, as well as some
truly exciting opportunities. I
am extremely thankful for his
sound advice.
At the end of 2015 I made
a personal decision to step
down after 16 years of being
the CEO and Creative Director
of the ADC. It has been an
extraordinary opportunity to
lead this vibrant and exciting
organization and to work
with such a range of makers,
designers, artists and other
creative individuals over all
these years.
It has been a monumental
year for the Australian Design
Centre in so many ways. I am
excited about the future of
the organisation and will be
looking forward to watching it
continue developing important
exhibitions and creative
programs into the future.
Steven Pozel
CEO and Creative Director
April 2016

What we’ve
been up to

Australian
Design Honours

Recognising the leading lights of Australian design thinkers and
makers, the Australian Design Honours is a growing resource
dedicated to promoting and advocating for Australian Design on
the world stage. In May 2015 we launched our new gallery spaces at
101 William Street with a showcase of the first 50 of our Australian
Design Honours recipients, with a further 50 announced in August.
This resource is now available on our website and plans to expand
the list and develop the range of content are in our sights for 2016.
Creative Producers: Claire McCaughan, Carrie Mulford

Cloth: From
Seeds to Bloom

Cloth: Seeds to Bloom traces 20 years of one of
Australia’s most influential textile designers and
dynamic creative forces, Julie Paterson. Drawing
inspiration from the Australian bush, British-born
Paterson’s stunning fabrics are a riot of colour, floral
forms, and patterns.
Achieving commercial success through design
excellence, her designs are highly prized and sought
after, with short batch productions quickly snapped
up by avid collectors, interior decorators, and
commercial clients.
This exhibition presents the storied history of
Paterson’s ClothFabric, tracing the evolution of
Paterson’s practice across nine vignettes. Each
vignette reveals the creative experimentation leading
to an iconic design, with Paterson’s own sketches, lino
prints, paintings, and sample books on display.
Cloth: From Seeds to Bloom is an Australian Design
Centre touring exhibition, developed and first
presented by Sturt Gallery, Mittagong as ClothFabric:
20 Years in the Making.
Creative Producers: Julie Paterson, Claire
McCaughan, Sandra Brown

Scented
Intoxication

Known for their multi-disciplinary
explorations of photography, object
design and jewellery, Lyn Balzer and
Tony Perkins exhibited - for the first
time - all disciplines of their work in
one space at the Australian Design
Centre, launching in October 2015.
Scented Intoxication is inspired by
the small details that exist in nature
and explores the material lifestyle
of leather, wood, and marble. With
a strong emphasis on using offcuts,
re-using materials, and testing object
resilience, the exhibition straddles the
spheres of fashion, lifestyle, and design
with inherent flavours of the Australian
landscape.
Whether designing accessories for the
Australian runways with Gail Sorronda,
or developing concepts and candle
collaborations with Elise Pioch Balzac
of Maison Balzac, their work is both
internationally recognised and rich in
cultural expression.
Creative Producer:
Claire McCaughan

Future Nature

In August we launched a collaboration with the Australian Museum,
Future Nature explored possible futures through the eyes of artists,
designers and architects inspired by biology and the natural world.
Mapping the collisions of art, science, and design, the exhibition
focussed on the roots of scientific curiosity.
Describing the goals for the exhibition, Future Nature’s creative
producer Tom Rivard said that the vision was to create “a space
in which you can wander, and that engages your curiosity. I want
people to step inside each cabinet but also inside the head of the
artist themselves.”
Artworks featured in the exhibition was displayed in contemporary
cabinets of curiosity. Artists include Keith Armstrong, Tegan Brain
& Jodi Newcombe, Justin Cawley, Eggpicnic, Alan Giddy, Natalie
Jeremijenko, Pierre Proske, Dagmar Reinhardt, and Sue Anne Ware.
Each exhibiting designer had access to the extensive archives,
collections, and backrooms of the 188-year-old Australian Museum.
The artworks, objects and installations produced for Future Nature
ranged from a re-imagining of the Museum’s famous Long Gallery to
an interactive soundscape of frog communications and 3D-printed
coral ecosystems.

Creative Producers:
Tom Rivard, Claire
McCaughan, Rhadi Bryant

Events

Our new venue on William Street proved very popular for events throughout
the year. We hosted events as part of Vivid Sydney, Design 100, Sydney
Architecture Festival, Tropfest as well as our own events and programs. The
School of Life held a hugely successful sell out pop up season with us in July
and vow to be back in 2016. Pop up shops such as Western Sydney’s The
Projector Store were also a feature. All of these events support the vibrant
ecology of art, craft and design in the William Street Creative Precinct.

The Gold Club

Throughout 2015 we presented three hosted panel
conversation events to celebrate our 50th anniversary
and showcase women working in Australian design.
In March we held Making Demands in which four leading
practitioners discussed how we, as a community and as
individual designers make realistic and inspired demands
of our city. This event was held as part of Vivid Ideas in
partnership with Parlour: Women, Equity, Architecture.
In September Bringing Back Style examined how our
changing lifestyles inform and influence the spaces we
create. The forum addressed the working concerns of
Australia’s interior design community.
The Adorned Edition was held in December. In this
conversation we looked at how influential women have
contributed to the Australian craft and design landscape.
Adorned was presented in partnership with Pieces of Eight,
focussing on jewellery and adornment field of design.

Designer’s Den

Designer’s Den serves as a springboard for budding innovators and design
entrepreneurs to take their ideas to the next level.
Following the event’s success at VIVID 2014, the game-show will offer up fresh
ideas to an industry panel for feedback that will allow them to progress their
start-ups and dreams.
The program provides audiences an understanding of what it takes to make
it in the industry in an entertaining and engaging way that allows first hand
insight into the trials and tribulations that exist in a designers world.
How do they do it? And how do they cope with failure?
Designers Den 2015 took cues from Bio Inspiration, 3D printing and digital
innovation to see who is working on the next big thing as the ADC maintains
its support for the next wave of designers.
At the same time the program aims to embed the value of design in our local
marketplace, as it faces challenges of manufacturing, online retail and the
importance of industry and peer support.

Where we’ve been

CUSP:

LOLA GREENO:

RESOLVED:

Designing Into the 		
Future

Cultural Jewles

Journeys In Australian
Design

State Library of Queensland:
1 November 2014 – 7 February
2015
Mornington Peninsula Regional
Gallery: 27 February – 26 April
2015
Queen Victoria Museum and
Art Gallery: 6 June – 16 August
2015

Bathurst Regional Art Gallery:
6 February – 22 March 2015

Western Plains Cultural Centre:
15 November 2014 – 26 January 2015

Western Plains Cultural Centre:
18 April – 28 June 2015

Tamworth Regional Art Gallery:
7 February – 11 April 2015

Lake Macquarie City Art Gallery:
24 July – 30 August 2015

Cairns Regional Gallery:
15 May – 12 July 2015

Tamworth Regional Art Gallery:
17 October – 30 November 2015

Bunbury Regional Galleries:
21 August – 27 September 2015

Cowra Regional Art Gallery:
12 December 3015 – 7 February
2016

Geraldton regional Art Gallery:
10 October – 1 December 2015

What we’ve been
working on

Shapeshifters

Launching in May 2016 in collaboration with Western Plains
Cultural Centre, Shapeshifters: 3D Printing the Future explores the
creative innovation made possible by 3D printing. It’s all about
imagination, innovation and new methods of making that embody
a sense of excitement with what’s happening in technology and
design right now.
The pieces on display from artists, designers and scientists alike act
as a catalyst for us to imagine endless possibilities to use 3D printing
in our own lives. Will 3D printing really change the way we make
everything? Will it affect our appearance, habits, health and homes?

Designer Emergency
Furniture

ADC’s Design Emergency education program for children encourages the
development of critical design thinking skills using creativity, collaboration
and play.
With a focus on wild imagination, making, playing and sharing, our hands-on
Design Emergency workshops aim to:
Enhance problem solving abilities
Increase intellectual confidence
Encourage inquisitive minds
Nurture collaboration and cross-disciplinary practices
Our new Design Emergency furniture is a series of interactive, mobile
modules that can be used to create different environments that can be
easily transformed for each creative activity.
Able to house a range of critical learning equipment including a 3D printer, a
design library, craft and making materials, projectors and interactive tablets,
each module has been designed for a different purpose so that children can
engage with them in different ways to learn about various aspects of the
design process.
The moveable modules have been designed to invite exploration and
discovery – open the doors, lift the lids, peer inside and uncover innovative
learning devices within.
Designed by architect and former ADC Head of Programs Claire McCaughan,
our Design Emergency furniture along with our Learning Centre at William
Street is generously funded by the Ian Potter Foundation.

Indigenous Design
Mentorships

Lucy Simpson and Nicole Monks were the successful
recipients of our 2016 Indigenous Design Mentorship
program. Throughout the year, both talented
designers will be developing new work with the
guidance of their chosen industry mentors and the
ADC. This will become the inaugural project in a
series that focuses on mentoring and connecting
emerging Indigenous artists and designers with
established designers and creative business
networks. The fellowship also includes an eightweek design residency at William Street from June
– November 2016.
Sydney based textile, graphic and object designer
Lucy Simpson will produce a body of work to be
exhibited at the ADC in September 2016 titled
Yilaalu: In Time, which will focus on contemporary
translations of ‘traditional’ Aboriginal Adornment.
Nicole Monks’ project titled Bounce will include the
development and product launch of a new eight
piece furniture range. Nicole was selected for her
dedication to promoting awareness of Indigenous
culture through her Interdisciplinary practice Black
White and Creative.

Overview of
staff, boards
and committees

Board of Directors

ADC Advisory Group

Anthony Burke (Chair)

Abigail Thomas (Vice Chair)

Lisa Bora
Damian Borchok
Sacha Coles
Diana D’Ambra
Marianne Foley
John Lydon

Barry McWilliams,
Kingsley Mundey
Jordan Nguyen
Oliver Smith
Rowena Westphalen

Mark Armstrong
Caroline Baum
Jill Bennet
Suzanne Boccalatte
Chris Bosse
Cesar Cueva
Heidi Dokulil
Andy Dong
Kathy Elliot
Merran Esson
Theresa Famularo
Kiersten Fishburn Stefanie
Flaubert
Vince Frost
Ross Gibson
Brandon Gien
Stephen Goddard
Hank Haeusler
Janson Hews
Frank Howarth
Joanne Jakovich
Jane Jose

Ceinwen Kirk-Lennox
Margaret Kirkwood
Russel Koskela
Paul McGillick
Stephen Ormandy
Dean Ormston
Caroline Pidcock
Gerard Reinmuth
Mike Rigby
Emma Robertson
David Rohr
Raymond Scott
Jess Scully
Bridget Smyth
Lauren Tan
Maureen Thurston
Sasha Titchkosky
Lawrence Wallen
Liz Williamson
Terri Winter
Brian Zulaikha

ADC staff as at
December 2015

Director
Steven Pozel

Associate Director
Lisa Cahill

Annalyse McLeod:		
Alex Porter-Hepworth:
Shauna Maguire:		

Head of Strategy and Engagement
Stakeholder Engagement Coordinator
Digital Media & Marketing Coordinator

Creative Programs and
Events:

Claire McCaughan:		
Sandra Brown:		
Rhadi Bryant:		
Rose Downie:		
Su-wen Leong:		
Carrie Mulford:		

Head of Programs
Touring Programs Coordinator
Programs Producer
Learning Coordinator
Gallery and Events Coordinator
Special Projects Coordinator

Finance and Operations:

Meghan Hay:		
Patricia Laksmono:		
Emma Thomson:		

Financial Controller
Administration and Marketing Assistant
Accounts Coordinator

Roger Brown
Lachlan Colquhoun
Justin Henderson
Jules Hume

Milly Hyde
Lou Janola
Bernadette Jones
Robert Pulie
Sam Villalobos

Emily Cavenett
Laura Hoelz
Tharike Perera

Chanel Roistacher

Louise Ingram:		
Dermot McGuire: 		
Cynthia Colli: 		

Associate Director
Digital Media and Marketing Coordinator
Project Manager – Exhibitions & Programs

City of Sydney
Liane McGrath
The School of Life

VIVID Festival
Australian Museum

Digital, Communications,
Development and Strategy:

Install Crew in 2015:

Interns during 2015:

Former Object Staff
in 2015:

Additional Collaborators
in 2015:

Acknowledgements
The ADC is thankful to all who have
contributed throughout 2015. Your support
allows us to continue championing design,
innovation and creativity in Australia.
We couldn’t do it without you!
The Australian Design Centre would like to
thank its major funding bodies. We receive
support from the Federal Government through
the Australia Council for the Arts and the
State Government through Arts NSW and the
Visions of Australia: Regional Exhibition
Touring Fund for our national touring
program. The City of Sydney have been
generous supporters of our William Street
venue in 2015.
Throughout 2015 we also received significant
support from individual donors, trust and
foundations and corporate partners.
2015 saw the refocusing of the ADC on
individual philanthropy and private sector
support. Our 50th Anniversary Campaign to
raise funds for the development of the
ADC’s new home on William Street received
significant support from an accumulation of
individual donors.
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Partners
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Sabbia Gallery
Yvonne Harbort
Douglas Hay
Meghan Hay
Judi Hausmann
Tim Horton
Frank Howarth
Philip Whitmont
Maisy Stapleton
Alan Rose AO

Danielle Robson
Kathryn Hunyor
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Yuri Kawanabe
Robert & Rosemary King
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Brian Zulaikha & Janet Laurence
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Barry McWilliams
Kingsley Mundey
Jordan Nguyen
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Steven Pozel
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Digital Press
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4 Pines Brewing Company
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Signwave Newtown
Those Architects
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